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Element Air Sapphire is a symbol of wisdom and authority. Its color can exhibit all shades of blue and also
varies from light blue to almost black. Jewelers call any colored corundum - from yellow to green and from
light pink to violet except red! The most valuable Sapphire is Stellar Sapphire. Three crossed lines with bright
point in the middle symbolize Faith, Hope and Love - the basics of human life. Astrologists consider blue
Sapphire a stone of Saturn, and yellow Sapphire - a stone of Jupiter. Ancient Teutons believed that it helps to
achieve victory, but only to those whose thoughts are pure. Sapphire protects against evil eye and curses. Even
if the stone will be sold, lost, or presented to somebody, it will continue to render positive influence on the
former owner, assist magic force is enormous. As a talisman of wisdom, sapphire grants secret authority to its
wearer, promotes spiritual development, guards against slander. It was considered a stone of young nuns. It
cools passion and clears soul at a time of a prayer, brings comfort. It also makes the wearer determined and
courageous. Sapphire attracts friends and repels enemies. In antiquity it was believed that to put a charm on a
man, woman should put a Sapphire in his wine. Stellar Sapphire is a talisman that brings success. Healing
properties Wearing a ring or a bracelet with Sapphire on the left hand strengthens health; a ring on the left
hand brings relief from asthma, heart conditions and neuralgia. In India it is used to treat epilepsy, eczema and
ailments of uterus. Placing a Sapphire stones in the mouth will dampen feeling of thirst. Sapphire is effective
for treatment of neurological and skin diseases. Sapphire was also used as a treatment of chronic diseases,
especially osteochondrosis, arthritis, spondylosis, paralysis and paresis after stroke. Magical properties Since
old days various magic properties were attributed to Sapphire - such as ability to protect and heal its wearer, to
develop his talents and best qualities. This stone of heavenly clearness and purity was believed to bring to its
wearer judiciousness and prudence.
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We and our trusted partners use cookies and tracking technologies to create custom content for your
enjoyment and to provide advertising in line with your interests. CBR â€” Privacy Policy We respect your
privacy and we are committed to safeguarding your privacy while online at our site. The following discloses
the information gathering and dissemination practices for this Web site. This Privacy Policy was last updated
on May 10, Personal Data Collected When you visit our Website, we collect certain information related to
your device, such as your IP address, what pages you visit on our Website, whether you were referred to by
another website, and at what time you accessed our Website. We do not collect any other type of personal
data. Log Files Like most standard Web site servers, we use log files. We and some of our business partners
for example, advertisers use cookies on our Website. These cookies track usage of the site for security,
analytics and targeted advertising purposes. We use the following type of cookies: Analytics and performance
cookies: Depending on your social media setting, the social media network will have record of this and may
display your name or identifier in relation to this action. Advertising and targeted advertising cookies: If you
wish to disable cookies, you may do so through your individual browser options. For further information
regarding cookies and how to manage them, please see http: Pixel tags We use pixel tags, which are small
graphic files that allow us and our trusted third party partners to track your Website usage and collect usage
data, including the number of pages you visit, the time you spend on each page, what you click on next, and
other information about your Website visit. Advertisers We use third-party advertising companies to serve ads
when you visit our Web site. These companies may use information not including your name, address, email
address or telephone number about your visits to this and other Web sites in order to provide advertisements
about goods and services of interest to you. If you would like more information about this practice and to
know your choices about not having this information used by these companies, click here. Advertisers, as
third-party vendors, use cookies to collect usage and demographic data in order to serve ads on our site. Users
may opt out of the use of the DART cookie by visiting the Google ad and content network privacy policy. We
use the following advertisers:
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Though their roots can be traced back to the earliest appearances of the Star Sapphire queens, they have
entered into a significant plot role as part of the â€” Blackest Night crossover event. At present, members of
the Star Sapphires have only been depicted as being females. Ferris explains that while under the possession of
the stone, she learned a number of things about its history and capabilities. They said they would continue on
their own existence living with emotions, starting with love. They searched the universe for billions of years
for the thing the Guardians feared, and eventually found it on a planet called Zamaron. They learned of love
from the first Star Sapphire gem, which was discovered locked between the embrace of two crystallized
skeletons inside a cave. She describes another Star Sapphire falling in love with a Green Lantern and encasing
his world in violet crystal so that the two could be together forever. She also mentions that the Star Sapphire
gem is like the green power rings used by Green Lanterns and the yellow power rings used by Sinestro Corps
members. Jordan uses his ring to grant Ferris enhanced abilities needed to help fight Cowgirl. The two fight
with the Star Sapphire and she is defeated by their combined efforts. An energy vortex opens in the room and
a voice is shown as saying that "a new Corps is rising and so must ours. Though she is able to do so, the stone
immobilizes the two Earth women while the Zamarons gain the upper hand over Jordan. The stone asks Jordan
which of the two women he desires most, and that the woman he chooses will be able to be with him forever.
In response, Jordan kisses one of the Zamarons, convincing the stone to release its hostages Cowgirl and Carol
Ferris , and possess her instead. They are shown transforming the Star Sapphire into a violet power ring which
they place on a pedestal along with a violet power battery. Depicted in the same room as the violet ring and
battery, are a green and yellow set of powers rings and power batteries. Upon revealing this to the reader, the
Zamarons comment that they "must collect them all. It both introduces important members of the new corps
and reveals distinguishing features which set them apart from their peers. At the beginning of the arc, the
Zamarons have crafted their own main power battery. Inside of their main battery are the crystallized "Adam
and Eve" skeletons and Star Sapphire gem found when they first arrived on Zamaron. While experimenting
with their new means of controlling the violet light of love, the Zamarons perhaps intentionally attracted the
attention of the Guardians on Oa. Perceiving their visible power fluctuations as a threat, Guardian Scar decides
to act on the display rather than wait and "hope for the best. The rings are shown being drained of their power
which Arisia interprets as a deliberate display of how the same could be done to green power rings. More
importantly, the delegates also discover that a number of female Sinestro Corps members have also been
collected after the war and are imprisoned in violet crystals. The yellow light of fear is being drained from
their rings and replaced with the violet light of love. The delegate meeting ends poorly for the Oans, as the
Zamarons refuse to stop their pursuit of the violet light. Kered approaches Mongul to ask him to spare their jet
packs and enough food for them to find help. After Mongul leaves, Miri drifts in space alone for two days
before deciding to kill herself out of grief. Before she is able to complete her suicide, a violet power ring finds
her and offers to fill the hole in her heart with violet light. Miri accepts and becomes the first new recruit to the
Star Sapphires. Through their temporary partnership they are able to defeat the yellow ring wielder. After
undergoing treatment within a violet conversion crystal, Fatality emerges as a newly transformed Star
Sapphire. She admits that revenge is no longer her goal, and that she has other plans. After a divorce and
giving up the chance at being with Hal Jordan, he is no longer in her life and a hole in her heart has formed.
While flying his former plane, the Zamarons send her one of their new violet power rings to fill it. Tales of the
Corps 2 July In Tales of the Star Sapphires: Lost Love, Ferris initially expects to be possessed by her violet
power ring as had been the case with the Star Sapphire gem. The ring explains to her that the Zamarons have
changed service to the Star Sapphires: The ring reveals that Ferris has the potential of becoming the most
powerful Star Sapphire, and also has the ability of leading the Star Sapphires into war alongside the Green
Lantern Corps. At the end of the story, the power ring keeps its word and does not recruit Ferris until she gives
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it permission. She is, however, manipulated by being told that her love Hal Jordan may die depending upon
the outcome of the War of Light. By joining the Star Sapphires, Ferris may be able to prevent that from
happening. Carol Ferris is depicted confronting the Sinestro Corps robot, Tekik , as conflict between the two
Corps rages in the background. During the conflict, the conversion crystals are compromised and the Sinestro
Corps members inside are released. Kryb begs Miri to help her find her children promising to return to
Zamaron of her own free will if Miri helps her. Back on Zamaron the battle takes an unexpected turn when
deceased Sinestro Corps members resurrected as Black Lantern arrive. The battle rages on until two black
rings head for the violet Central Power Battery, bonding to the two crystallized lovers inside who are Prince
Khufu and his consort Chay-ara; the original forms of Hawkman and Hawkgirl. The two are transformed into
Black Lanterns and their escape causes the battery to explode, causing widespread devastation to the planet
and freeing the Predator. For that mission the Zamarons contacted Carol Ferris on Earth, and reveal to her that
the Predator was on the planet. While searching for the violet emotional entity, Carol travels to Las Vegas
where she locates the Predator, now inhabiting the body of a man who is infatuated with a woman who does
not even know who he is, and defeats it alongside Larfleeze and Hal who also had come searching for the love
entity. Carol and the Predator with the help from Hawkman and Hawkgirl tried to stop the Queen from taking
the power of the Battery for herself, until the Predator bonded with the Queen. For love will conquer all. The
vice president of Ferris Aircraft, former love interest of Hal Jordan , and previous bearer of the position: After
employing Jordan for a time as a pilot with Ferris Aircraft, he claims he cannot be near her without being with
her. As she does not date employees, he left to resume his career in the United States Air Force. The lover of
the now deceased Green Lantern of space sector from the planet Xanador, whose extreme interpretation of
"love" caused her to kill her lover and encase their world in a violet crystal so that they could "be together
forever". A princess from the planet Xanshi and former member of the Sinestro Corps, who was captured by
the Zamarons after the Sinestro Corps War and sealed in a violet crystal meant to rehabilitate her yellow
power ring. A newly-wed from the planet Lartnec who was heading for her honeymoon when she and her new
husband Kered were attacked by the space tyrant Mongul. Mongul destroyed their ship, murdered Kered, and
leaves Miri to drift in space alone. Planning to follow her husband into death, her suicide is interrupted by the
arrival of a violet power ring that offers to fill the hole of [her] broken heart with the light of the Star Sapphire
and Miri accepts. A female alien with yellow skin that is first featured in Blackest Night promotional imagery.
First featured and named in promotional imagery for the Blackest Night event, her appearance and identity are
presently unknown. Abraham Pointe of Sector The second male to belong to the Star Sapphires, who did not
possess a violet ring, but was chosen to be the host of the Predator. Khea Taramka of Sector The Queen of
Hawkworld, while not possessing a ring, as the current host of the Predator, she does not need one. Krona of
Sector 0: The fourth male to belong to the Star Sapphires. Superman-Prime of Sector Superman-Prime
temporarily became a member of the Star Sapphires during the Blackest Night storyline when a black power
ring temporarily transforms him into a Star Sapphire. Also the first male to become a member of the Star
Sapphires. Wonder Woman of Sector An Amazonian warrior and princess chosen to be a deputy member of
the Corps. Aphrodite, the Goddess of Love, is depicted as aiding Diana in accepting the ring. While other
Corps exclusively recruit their members by sending out their rings in search of sentient beings, the Star
Sapphires are also shown as being able to convert other Corps members into Star Sapphires. By encasing the
members of other Corps within violet rehabilitation crystals on Zamaron, the light of their rings is slowly
transformed into violet, whereupon they emerge as newly formed Star Sapphires, such as Yrra Cynril Fatality.
Karu-Sil of Sector Captured after the Sinestro Corps War. Sinestro of Sector While trying to free the others,
Sinestro faces Carol Ferris. She briefly encases him inside of a conversion crystal, but after being shown a
memory of his former paramour, Arin Sur, Sinestro is enraged and breaks free by himself. We never see what
he does, but Lobo breaks out thanking her "for the peep show. Statements by Fatality after her ring is
destroyed seem to indicate that the conversion process instead forces the convert to feel love regardless of
their actual feelings, placing them essentially under mind control. Finally, the Predator started to court Carol
who did not know that the Predator was a part of herself and battled Hal Jordan for her love. During the
Blackest Night, it was revealed through the Guardian known as "Scar" that the Predator is actually the sentient
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embodiment of Love: The Predator, like all the other emotional entities, was attracted to Earth by the Entity
and is now being hunted by Krona. The white entity intones for Hal, Carol, and Sinestro to find them before it
is too late. There the Predator possessed a man named Abraham Pointe, who was obsessed with a woman
named Lisa. Discovered by Carol, Hal, and Larfleeze, the four battled within a casino as the
Predator-possessed Abraham attempted to reach Lisa. Knowing the only way to win was to allow Abraham to
feel love, Carol kissed the man and severed his connection to the Predator. Carol successfully defended the
Predator from having the Zamarrons imprisoning it back within the Star Sapphire Central Power Battery and,
in doing so, became the new Queen of the Star Sapphires. The Predator then proceeded to bond with the evil
queen, [54] however the entity was soon drawn out of its host by the love felt between Hawkman and
Hawkgirl. She is equipped with an arsenal of weapons, including a replicate Zamaron star sapphire, of
unknown origin. She also has a variety of personal powers, though whether they stem from herself or her
personal armament is unclear. She is also able to access the memories of the Zamorans regarding the Star
Sapphire gem, such as the experiences of other wearers. As with the powers of the woman bearing the title of
Star Sapphire, the limitations of the Star Sapphire gem are also unclear. Psychologically, the women serving
as Star Sapphire have displayed a bizarre preoccupation with gender, suspected of reflecting a pathological
fear of men. They also have had a less than accurate grasp of the variations in physics between dimensions.
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Her family owns the Ferris Aircraft company, where she acts as an executive, and sometimes as a pilot. She is
also Star Sapphire , a once villainous character occupying another part of her personality entirely. In the Star
Sapphire Corps , where she fights for love across the universe, she has taken on a more heroic role. Origin
Carl Ferris, owner of the Ferris Aircraft Company, decided to retire and travel the world, leaving his daughter,
Carol Ferris, president of his company. Carol hired Hal Jordan and quickly found herself attracted to the
fearless test pilot, but would not date him because he was her employee. Carol Ferris also fell in love with the
hero, the Green Lantern, unaware that he was Hal Jordan himself. Becoming Star Sapphire Coincidentally,
Ferris was selected to become the queen of an immortal race of extraterrestrial women warriors, known as the
Zamarons. However, Carol did not desire to leave Earth, because of her love for the Green Lantern. Desperate
for a queen, the Zamarons brainwashed Ferris into thinking Green Lantern was her enemy. After she was
defeated by the emerald warrior, the Zamarons deemed Ferris unworthy of leadership, thus removed her
memory of being Star Sapphire, although they left behind both the gem and a subconscious knowledge of her
powers. She travelled to Metropolis to retrieve the gem and became Star Sapphire once again. With her
powers, she made Superman her slave, as she believed he had killed Green Lantern. She was eventually
defeated and after learning Green Lantern was alive, her personality returned back to Carol Ferris, but she kept
the gem. Predator When Carol Ferris was cured of her evil Star Sapphire persona, she developed a third
subconscious identity, the male "Predator". Finally, the Predator started to court Carol who did not know that
the Predator was a part of herself and battled Hal Jordan for her love. Hal defeated the Predator and witnessed
him merging with Carol into Star Sapphire. Later, the Predator reappeared and revealed that he was actually an
ancient parasite from the planet Maltus. With Jordan powerless, the Predator transformed Carol into a totally
evil incarnation of Star Sapphire who eventually murdered Katma Tui , and he impregnated Star Sapphire with
a demonic entity. Soon, both the Predator and Star Sapphire were completely separated from Carol, and Star
Sapphire actually gave birth to the child. Shortly afterwards, the parents Predator and Star Sapphire were
killed by Neron, who departed with their baby in his arms. Hal as the Spectre decides to visit Carol. He
reaches into Carol and pulls out the Star Sapphire gem, which causes Star Sapphire herself to re-emerge it
appeared she was previously killed by Neron, but somehow a part of her survived in Carol. The Spectre
detains Star Sapphire and puts her back into the gem. He hands the gem to Carol and lets her smash the gem
essentially finally killing the Star Sapphire persona that would take control of her , and she starts feeling much
better. As Hal reaches a crossroads in his time as the Spectre, he further tries to help Carol. However, at the
same time, Hal learns that his actions as Parallax were caused by a demonic parasite of the same name , which
was the source of the old Yellow Impurity in the rings. Afterwards, Carol Ferris asks Hal whether he
remembers anything from when he was the Spectre. Hal says he remembers it as if he were watching it from
the outside. Hal apologizes for everything Carol had to go through. Carol says that she can use a good pilot.
Hal says that he appreciates the offer, but he has other plans. Carol managed to learn some of the truth about
the Zamarons, such as how the Star Sapphire is a conduit for the emotional energies of love. Hal tries to talk
with Carol about what happened, but she quickly leaves to avoid an awkward scene. The following day, Hal
talked with his old friend Tom Kalmaku , and learned that Carol recently got divorced. Following the
announcement that Sinestro was going to be executed, Hal went to talk to Carol as she was flying a plane. As
Hal explained what Sinestro had done and how close they had once been, Carol commented that he sounded
like he needed justification, and gave it to him, reminding Hal that Sinestro was the one who put Parallax
inside him. While flying, a Star Sapphire Ring broke through the cockpit and attached itself to her. Carol soon
left for Zamaron to be inducted into the Star Sapphire Corps. Although she initially declined to become a
member of the Star Sapphire Corps, she later accepted the ring when she was informed about the Blackest
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Night and that Hal was suppose to die. She was seen battling Sinestro, before joining forces with him, Hal,
and Indigo They called themselves the New Guardians. After they recharged their rings they went to Coast
City fight Nekron and the black lanterns. After a foiled attempt to combine the light of her Power Ring with
the six lights coming from the other Corps-Leaders makes Nekron able to possess resurrected heroes, Ganthet
forces a secret protocol in her ring, forcing Carol to seek for a deputy. The Lanterns are then attacked by the
Black Lantern Spectre. Carol tries to stop Hal, but he refuses to be swayed. Carol kisses Hal, telling him "I
love you", before Hal allows Parallax to possess him. Nekron is defeated afterwards with the help of the
Entity. Brightest Day Carol wants to talk to Hal about their relationship, but Sinestro interrupts their talk by
crashing their planes. The three visit the White Lantern to see if any of them can lift it. Later, she is sent to Las
Vegas to retrieve the Predator. She finds that the Predator has possessed a man who is obsessed with a young
woman to the point of stalking her. She kisses him to make him feel loved so she can free him of the entity.
After that Carol and Hal are taken to Zamaron. Later, Queen Khea opened a portal from Hawkworld to
Zamaron. As she started an invasion on Zamaron with her menhawks, they are approached by Carol and the
Predator. Carol battles the Hawk family Hawkman and Hawkgirl to a stand still while trying not to destroy the
universe. She is saved by Hawkman and Hawkgirl. She then tells Hawkman the reason is because they have a
great love, one greater then she and Hal Jordan could ever have. Afterward Carol arrives, and tells Hal and the
others what happened on Hawkworld. Krona and the Emotional Entities are nowhere to be found but the group
does come upon the Book of the Black. Hal escapes with the rings of the New Guardians. After Hal defeats
Krona, killing him in the process, Sinestro is inducted into the Corp and Hal is stripped of his ring and sent
back to Earth.
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Garlic and Sapphires was not only a disappointment, it was as if a completely different person had written it. It
is ironic that in a book about disguises, Reichl herself was unrecognizable. Far from the funny, sensitive, and
sincere person she was in her first book, Reichl had transformed herself into a self-absorbed snob loaded with
enough hypocrisy to sink a ship. Part of her mission is to expose the poor treatment many of these restaurants
heap on the "common man. Although this obviously has no bearing on the quality of the food, it has a great
deal of bearing on the quality of the experience. Personally, I eat for the food. The idea is cute, and for the first
few chapters it was fun. But Reichl shows her true colors right from the start when she heaps disdain on a
bearded ignoramus wearing Birkenstocks Reichl then reminisces about her trip to Japan, in which she is first
exposed to the proper way to eat Japanese food. She assumes that a "loud, brassy blonde," who is disturbing
her expensive meal, is a prostitute. She comes up with histories for each of the women she invents, and, with
just a wig and some makeup, is so amazingly convincing that she can even fool her husband! Either Reichl is
schizophrenic, or she takes method acting entirely too seriously. She certainly takes herself too seriously. If
the book had been well written I could have forgiven the snobbery, but, with the exception of one chapter,
"The Missionary of the Delicious," in which Reichl was somehow able to get a grip on herself, purple prose
abounded. As her editor I would have crossed out half of her adjectives. The inclusion of reprints of her
published reviews was redundant, and the recipes were mediocre. There was no clue in these recipes that
Reichl was an expert in the kitchen. But, hey, she was writing for the "huddled masses yearning to eat free.
She loves food, and she has dined in some truly fabulous restaurants. She had a duty to go to these marvelous
places, enjoy herself to the max, and then take the rest of us with her.
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Hughes My love, she comes in colors. Arthur Lee, Love The appraisal of precious stones is an eclectic skill,
not for the timid or shameless, for such decisions involve both conscious and unconscious action. Try as we
may to slice, dice and pigeon-hole elements of quality, in the end an analysis requires more than just a
formula, just as fine cooking involves not simply ingredients and a recipe. It is about reaching for factors
beyond the immediate senses, and in that respect is quite like enjoyment of fine art, food and music. Thus,
what I will try to convey to you in the following passages is educated emotion, something to help separate the
long, languid lines of artistic truth from aimless noodling. Here you will find the ingredients, the recipe, the
score. But without the passion that only the viewer himself can bring, both these gems and our time on this
precious planet are a waste. With that introduction, let us now examine blue sapphires. Here I have a
confession to make. Blue is my favorite color. Thus the following essay is one of love. Kashmir â€” Blue
Velvet This fair dame is placed upon a higher pedestal than all others, only to have it ripped out by every
Tom, Dick and Malagasy. First, let me let you in on a base little secret. But these were the halcyon days! If
one factors in the brief three-month summer mining periods, within less than thirty months, this tiny land slip
high in the Indian Himalaya attained a reputation that has left the world mumbling ever since about having
seen the light. What is it about the Kashmir stone that I find most attractive? I suppose it is staying power.
Plenty of sapphires look magnificent under one light, but when brought into another, shed their beauty faster
than a K-Mart daisy. Not so for these gems from the mighty Himalaya. John McLean ; Gem: Pala
International What else do I like? I like their texture, that softness that envelopes all like a sticky blue blanket,
banishing darkness with that bluest of blues. To get hypertechnical, we can call it a removal of extinction, a
scattering of light off the extremely fine silk, which is just enough to exile the night, but not enough to
materially affect transparency. Note that here we have a direct contradiction of the laws of diamond grading
â€” here we have inclusions contributing in a major way to the beauty of a gem. Do you take me for a fool? A
good lover accepts the defects as the price of admission. They are nothing but the flaws in a fine leather, a
blown note betwixt the sweet sheets of a Coltrane sonic masterpiece. Mogok â€” Round about midnight Blue
midnight. The blue of the finest Mogok stone is something beyond vivid, beyond intense, into a realm where
blue, black and lust intermingle. But black is perhaps too strong a word, for there is nothing black about a
Mogok blue. To visualize this, think of the color of a desert sky about 15 minutes after the sun has set, with
stars rising in the distance. This is the color â€” an intense azure hue matched in the world of gems only by the
finest tanzanites ten carats plus here. Does all of the Mogok stone display this color? There are Mogok blues
that entirely resemble the lightest of Ceylon sapphires. So understand that we are talking about ideals here.
Cracks, fractures, fissures, faults, label them as you may. Many Mogok stones are cursed by these destablizing
distractions. Pox on cracks, and the curse they rode in on. Some Mogok blues are so very intense that they
suffocate. But even these are still interesting in the proper light. Adisorn Studio, Bangkok Ceylon â€” Snap to
it Dame Ceylon, what you have been through, how your fair name has been besmirched. So many look down
upon you. The nay-sayers are nothing but novices, those still waiting to have their minds blown by your
unique take on the blues. For when you are in your prime, you are the equal of any. Let me say it again â€” the
finest stones from Serendib can blow with any blues on the bandstand. It slashes the eye like a razor, similar to
a cobaltian blue of the finest Lanka spinels. Incidentally, this is also true for gems from Kashmir, which bear a
far greater resemblance to those from Ceylon than to Mogok blues. Both Sri Lankan and Kashmir stones
suffer from a tendancy towards depth down below. Due to the shape of the rough, fashioning the biggest
stones is often an exercise in butt padding. Zoning is also a problem. This is, of course, apropos in the
evaluation of any gem, but of utmost importance where zoning is a problem. Pay particular attention to areas
where the color might wash out. Pala International The perfect sapphire A fine gem has an unmistakable
sexual quality to it. This should come as no surprise. Both subjects involve a good measure of passion. But the
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finest gems are like the finest people. Their beauty grows with time. Some sapphires drive you crazy the
moment their azure legs slither from a stone paper, leaping onto the cocktail table and saying: But there is a
difference between love and lust, the subtle versus animal desire. Each has its moments. But in lovers, as with
gems, I look for staying power, those which combine the cerebral with the physical. For the physical alone is
not enough. The beauty of love is its sublime, understated nature. It offers you a glass of wine and
conversation, before suggesting at the end of the evening that the two of you retire to the boudoir just for
friendship, of course. In my experience, such attraction is an emotion that develops with time. Exceptional
gems grow on you. They are experts at hiding, more interesting with every listen, more exciting with each
glimpse. When you gaze at their beauty for hours, days, weeks, years on end without tiring you know you
have a fine gem. That, my friends, is what I call love. This takes distance, the kind that only time provides. So
the next time you are taken aback by a gem, stop yourself. You may be looking at infatuation. Stand back and
judge. And just what, pray tell, would the perfect sapphire look like? My dear friends, that would be akin to
finding the perfect woman or man. Pala International Original sin First, let me say that there is a definite
market ranking for sapphire according to origin. It unfolds as follows: Kashmir Ceylon Everything else That
said, I would like to be allowed to burst all your bubbles. Permit me to relate the following story. The stones
from this mine bore such a resemblance to those of Kashmir that many labs actually issued papers certifying
Kashmir as the source. For what good is it? Back in the good old days, origin was based not on where a stone
came out of the ground, for there was no sure way of proving the geography of a stone, but on the appearance
of a stone relative to the typical appearance of stones from certain classic sources. Thus a Ceylon sapphire that
looked like a Kashmir stone, became, de facto, a "Kashmir" sapphire in the market. Similarly, the Mogok
stone that resembled a Ceylon, became a Ceylon. Sadly, origin is today determined largely by invisible
scientific criteria, as opposed to obvious physical attributes. Rather than biting the bullet and devising the
means of judging aesthetic beauty or admitting that it is beyond reach , laboratories are today handing us the
ultimate silliness, a forehead-angle measurement of intelligence. If asked to judge a Miss Universe pagent,
many gemologists would probably make the determination based on a DNA signature. But what can I say? We
are often confronted with ridiculous laws. In West Virginia, it is legal to beat your wife so long as it is done in
public on Sunday on the courthouse steps, while in Denver, it is against the law to lend your neighbor a
vacuum cleaner. Yes, these are the laws of the land â€” but there are clearly cases that call for a little civil
disobedience. Thus one may make use of origin reports, but use them only as a guide, not for a final
determination of the merits of a fine gem. Dare to disagree when common sense dictates it. Personally
examine the ballots when necessary. Starry, starry night A short time ago I had the opportunity to view a
particularly fine sapphire. Its actual origin, I will not say â€” for that prejudice would simply detract from its
magnificent beauty, manifest to all which view gems with heart, rather than magnifier, in hand. Ilke Bahn, our
goldsmith at Pala International, had just finished placing this jewel in a handmade mounting. And this
mounting only served to enhance the beauty of an already stunning gem. Ilke handed the azure beauty to me to
with a gleam in her eye â€” the secret of the night sky palmed to an innocent.
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Chapter 7 : Green Lantern Vol 2 16 | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Dreamy star sapphire and diamond ring featuring a carat oval cabochon star sapphire, with an exquisite six rayed well
defined star, wreathed with twenty eight round brilliant cut diamonds ( carats total weight, G-H color, VS clarity) set in
platinum.

When the Zamarons discovered that she was in love with Green Lantern, a servant of their estranged friends,
the Guardians of the Universe , they sent her to defeat Green Lantern in battle as Star Sapphire. Over the
years, Star Sapphire and Green Lantern would duel again and again, but each time Jordan would defeat Ferris
and revert her to normal. Jordan and Ferris separate when Carol is engaged to Jason Belmore; later she is
confined to a wheelchair. Finally, the Predator started to court Carol who did not know that the Predator was a
part of herself and battled Hal Jordan for her love. Hal defeated the Predator and witnessed him merging with
Carol into Star Sapphire. Now fully evil, Carol took over ruling Zamaron but her reign was short; the
Zamarons, following the Crisis on Infinite Earths, abandoned their queen and their homeworld to live in
another dimension with their male counterparts, the Guardians of the Universe. Carol was furious and vowed
revenge on Hal and the Green Lantern Corps. After several battles, Carol found her chance to hurt her ex-lover
and murdered Katma Tui , whose power ring had been rendered inert following the destruction of the main
power battery on Oa. In the third Green Lantern series, the nature of the Predator entity was retconned as
being a parasite creature from the planet Maltus and that the entity had corrupted Carol and was responsible
for making her murder Katma. The Green Lantern Corps purged Carol of the entity, saving her life in the
process. Instead, Carol opted to stay with her mother and find her own path. However, Carol would not be
gone from the world of super-heroism for long. Shortly after giving birth to their child, Neron appeared and
offered to purge her of these two entities. Carol agreed, and then watched as the now separate entities Predator
and Star Sapphire were killed by Neron, who departed with their baby in his arms. Extreme Justice Ultimately
though, the events of Infinite Crisis effectively wiped out the above-mentioned stories. However, the Sapphire
had found a new, unnamed host, and that it was this new Star Sapphire that murdered Katma Tui. He makes
himself visible and tells Carol he is going to help her, but that she will not remember his visit. He reaches into
Carol and pulls out the Star Sapphire gem, which causes Star Sapphire herself to re-emerge it appeared she
was previously killed by Neron, but somehow a part of her survived in Carol. The Spectre detains Star
Sapphire and puts her back into the gem. He hands the gem to Carol and lets her finish the job, which she does
essentially finally killing the Star Sapphire persona that would take control of her , and starts feeling much
better. Rebirth 6, Hal and Carol finally come to terms with their relationship. In Northern California at Ferris
Aircraft, Carol Ferris is reminiscing over her former life when a mysterious power revitalises and reforms the
abandoned, condemned fields. Hal Jordan, using his powers as the Spectre, appears. She asks Hal whether he
remembers anything from when he was the Spectre. Hal says he remembers it as if he were watching it from
the outside. How Spectre thinks, and who he talked to beyond this life, Hal cannot recall. Hal apologizes for
everything Carol had to go through. Carol says she survived and that she is not going to sell the airbase. She
says that if Hal can rebuild his life, so can she, and that she is going to do so with her husband, Gil. Carol says
that she can use a good pilot. Hal says that he appreciates the offer, but he has other plans. Tales of the Corps
miniseries sheds light on the exchange between Carol and the violet ring sent to her. The ring reveals that all
those chosen to wield the violet light must accept it willingly this appears to overcome the controlling aspect
of the violet light. The ring tells Carol that she has a hole in her heart but Carol continues to deny it. The ring
tells Carol that she has continually put aside her own happiness for the benefit of others. Because she is
capable of doing this, Carol could become the most powerful Star Sapphire in the universe and that the
Zamarons recognized this and sent her the ring with the intention of having Carol lead the entire Star Sapphire
army into battle alongside the Green Lantern Corps. Carol still refuses to accept the ring, but the ring shows
her a vision of the War of Light and indicates that Hal Jordan will not survive and tells her that by accepting
the ring, she can save him. Then she takes on Sinestro who says that he has never held ill will toward Carol
and wonders why she is doing this for a man who has never truly given his heart toward her. The two engage
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in a fight and are equally matched until Carol attempts to encase him in one of the brainwashing crystals that
the Zamarons use to "recruit" new followers. Sinestro lashes out after witnessing a vision of Arin Sur, his
former love, blasting Carol across the battlefield where she was subdued by two other Yellow Lanterns and
Sinestro himself. However, before he could capitalise on the advantage, the Black Lanterns invade, led by
Amon Sur , shocking both Carol and Sinestro. Carol tries to stop Hal, but he refuses to be swayed. Carol
kisses Hal, telling him "I love you", before Hal allows Parallax to possess him. She frees him from the
Predator by kissing him. After that, Carol and Hal are taken to Zamaron. The Queen gives her life to sustain
the central power battery and gives her title to Carol Ferris. As she started an invasion on Zamaron with her
manhawks, they are approached by Carol and the Predator. She then tells Hawkman the reason is that the
couple have a great love, a greater love then she and Hal Jordan could ever have. After Krona is killed by Hal,
she reclaims the violet ring of the Zamarons. When Hal is stripped of his ring, she returns with him to Earth.
Carol offers Hal a job at Ferris Aircraft, but not as a pilot because of insurance issues. Hal asks her out to
dinner and Carol thinks he is going to propose. When he does not, she walks out on him and drives away,
leaving him without a ride. When Carol demands to know where Hal is, Sinestro states that Hal is dead, but
Carol refuses to believe him and attacks. When Kyle splits the White Lantern ring into seven after realizing
that the power is too great for him to control on his own, he chooses Carol as one of the six new members of
the White Lantern Corps; however, she decides to keep her violet ring. Moreover, the Sapphire bestows upon
her a certain amount of invulnerability and allows her to survive in airless space. During this, Carol was clad
in a version of her Sapphire uniform, but with Green Lantern design. Carol now wields a less powerful violet
power ring as a member of the Star Sapphires, which replicates her original powers as Star Sapphire to a
degree as well. Upon their return to America, Carol thinks Hal is not living up to his potential. Afterward,
Carol is angry at Hal for taking a mission for the U. Hal refuses; however, she goes anyway. Afterward, Carol
returns to Coast City , where Thomas Kalmaku gives her a note saying that Hal was too afraid to say that he
had always loved her. Carol sees the engagement ring that he was going to propose to her with. Hal, however,
is ungrateful and uses his ring to knock Guy away and take Carol. This leads Ganthet to strip Hal of his ring,
leaving him and Carol to plummet. Sinestro offers Hal a yellow ring for a replacement, and Hal reluctantly
takes it to save Carol. Although Leonard McCoy â€”the chosen wielder of the Indigo ringâ€”is able to confirm
that Walker will recover, Carol reveals to Hal that Nekron has been drawn into their new universe as well.
Carol appears in issue 11 of the Young Justice tie-in comic book series. She is initially repelled by the idea of
working with "common criminals" but seems to warm to the amount of money that Luthor promises each of
them something that keeps her from quitting after their initial plan fails. While aligned with this team, she
successfully tricks Wonder Woman and Hawkgirl into believing that she still wants to live in a world with
men, luring them into a trap that subdues both them and Hippolyta. During the battle, she is struck
unconscious by a beam from an Apokoliptan cannon, but is saved from falling to her death by Shining Knight.
She is last seen fleeing the Metro Tower along with the other surviving members of the Secret Society.
Although she appears in both her human and Star Sapphire forms, she is unaware of her transformations. Star
Sapphire ultimately attempts to open a portal that allows an army of Zamarons to invade Earth but the
invasion is repelled by Jordan and Batman. The Animated Series , voiced by Jennifer Hale. There she
discovers that Hal Jordan is Green Lantern. Carol is furious when she believes he is with another girl while
she thought he was dead and attacks him. In the end, Hal gets through to her and she relinquishes the ring and
its power another Star Sapphire states she is the first to do so. The Zamarons allow her to go home and she
reluctantly parts from Hal after telling him to do what he needs to do and come back to her. They are briefly
reunited in the episode "Homecoming", when the Star Sapphires have managed to send Hal to her as a shortcut
to Oa. He is amnesiac at first; once she restores his memory, he goes to Oa. The episode ends with her looking
at him returning in the sky. In the next episode, she decides to end their relationship due to the difficulties
caused by his duties. In the episode "Love is a Battlefield", she had to fight Atrocitus to prove love is a great
emotion. At the end of the episode, she renews her relationship with Hal. In addition, she decides to keep the
ring this time just in case. Carol Ferris appears in the Young Justice: Invasion episode "Depths", voiced by
Kari Wahlgren. She oversees the launch of a satellite designed by Ferris Aircraft to open up relations between
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Earth and Mars. The shuttle is destroyed by Black Manta after Aqualad led a failed attempt to stop it from
launching. In the Arrow episode "Darkness at the Edge of Town" during a flashback, the civilian aircraft is
from Ferris Airline which is owned by the Ferris Family. In the pilot episode of the Arrow spin-off, The Flash
, S. Later in the episode "Who is Harrison Wells? On the welcome sign to the city, a picture of an airplane is
depicted, and the sign reads "Home of Ferris Airlines. She appears as a student at Super Hero High. The New
Frontier , voiced by Brooke Shields. This version does not have any superpowers although a Star Sapphire is
shown in full costume at the end of the film during U. She lures Jordan into a mine by taking the workers
hostage using a group of radicals called the "Identity Brotherhood". Though Hal manages to rescue all the
workers, Carol is killed by the leader of the radicals using a suicide bomb.
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Chapter 8 : Carol Ferris - Wikipedia
Star Sapphire is the name of several fictional characters in DC Comics; many of them are villainous, and all connected
in blog.quintoapp.com DC continuity, an immortal race of warrior women (the Zamarons) were depicted as having the
ancient tradition of choosing physically identical mortals from across the cosmos to serve as the host body for their
queen.

An unnamed villain with poorly-defined powers, she was the ruler of the 7th Dimension and sought to expand
her territory by conquering Earth. She was later retroactively fit into Post-Crisis continuity as a former ruler of
the Zamarons , but one who was rejected as being unfit to rule due to her fear of men and was exiled from our
reality. The Brave and the Bold 6; March However, in Green Lantern 16 October , Ferris was approached by
the Zamarons, who had chosen her to become their latest Zamaronian queen. To that end, they hypnotized her,
outfitted her in the traditional hunting uniform of a Zamaronian queen, gave her the star sapphire power gem,
and told her to go out and battle Green Lantern to prove her superiority. Compelled to obey due to the
hypnotism of the Zamaronian pipe organ, Ferris now acting as an aggressive Zamaron warrior attacked Hal
Jordan in an attempt to prove herself worthy of becoming queen. However, following an initial victory, Star
Sapphire lost her second bout with Jordan, and the Zamarons stripped away her memories of Star Sapphire
and returned her to normal. Shortly after this there was a third Star Sapphire named Dela Pharon, who made
her debut in Green Lantern 41 [November ], but she disappeared into the background following her initial
appearance. During her periodic transformations into Star Sapphire, Carol Ferris used her time to try and get
Green Lantern to marry her see here but, as time wore on, she became increasingly ruthless in the pursuit of
her beloved. However, this situation began to change when Carolâ€”who had previously forgotten her
activities as Star Sapphire once she had changed back to normalâ€”was informed of her second identity by Hal
Jordan, who also revealed his secret identity to her. Now suffering from multiple-personality disorder, her
situation would grow worse as a series of crises struck her life. It began when Congressman Jason Bloch tried
to ruin Ferris Aircraft financially in an attempt to buy it out, forcing her father out of retirement to take back
the presidency of his company from his daughter. This, coupled with Hal Jordan being forced to take an
extended leave of absence from Earth, led to Carol Ferris suffering a nervous breakdown. Deprived of both
love and success, she believed herself to unworthy of either because she was not ruthless enough. This
psychological imbalance triggered her power gem, which split her into two separate beings: In addition, the
Predator established his own company, Intercontinental Petroleum or Con-Trol , to help Carol regain control
of Ferris Aircraft, all in a subconscious bid to prove herself to her father. Soon he began to court Carol who
did not know that the Predator was part of herself directly, which eventually led to the Predator battling a
newly-returned Jordan for her hand. In the end, Green Lantern defeated the vigilante and witnessed him
re-merging with Carol Ferris to become a newer, more dangerous, Star Sapphire see here. A singular being
once more, Star Sapphire was now ready to take her throne as the queen of Zamaron and to take Green
Lantern as her consort, but Hal refused, claiming that she was nothing but a heartless creation of the
Zamarons. Enraged, she vowed revenge, and eventually killed Corps member Katma Tui as part of one of her
schemes. However, her efforts proved futile, as the Zamarons and the Guardians reconciled and departed this
reality during the Millennium crossover event, leaving Star Sapphire the queen of an abandoned country.
However, even after murdering his friend, Hal Jordan did not give up on her, but an attempt to cleanse her of
her evil persona proved futile. Following the attempt she claimed that she was, in fact, the real Carol Ferris,
and that the change in her personality was the end result of the events that had shaped her life this was, of
course, the Star Sapphire persona talking. Still not cowed, Hal Jordan would have tried again, but he was
nonetheless distracted when he went mad, destroyed the Green Lantern Corps, and became Parallax, leaving
his former loveâ€”who was rapidly losing the war for her sanityâ€”to fend for herself. Neron gladly did so,
first transforming Star Sapphire seen here in her new costume and the Predator into separate corporal beings
and then allowing them to cause some havoc before destroying them both. However, while she was free of her
unwanted pregnancy and the multiple personalities in her head, she still possessed a residual element of her
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Star Sapphire persona in her subconscious. Fortunately, Hal Jordan, who was now the new Spectre, succeeded
in removing those last lingering vestiges from her mind, allowing herâ€”after years of tormentâ€”to finally be
free. In the end Carol Ferris, having moved on, married a man named Gil no doubt a tribute to Gil Kane,
co-creator of the Carol Ferris Star Sapphire and dropped off the radar for a few years, resurfacing in the recent
Green Lantern: Rebirth miniseries where, having come to terms with her feelings for the newly-resurrected
Hal Jordan, she now seeks to rebuild Ferris Aircraft and start over. Noteworthy for speaking with a French
accent that came and went from story to story, this incarnation of the character appeared with the supervillain
team for the duration of its run, and apparently developed feelings for undercover hero Captain Comet along
the way. Because of this elaborate, sometimes contradictory, back-history, the creative team has decided to
pretty much ignore it altogether, preferring to utilize Star Sapphire as simply a "gal who has this special
power," as Bruce Timm so eloquently put it. Rebirth 6; May ? Also, who is this version of Star Sapphire? In
past interviews recorded above the creative team has made mention of her being Carol Ferris, but it is unlikely
as Hal Jordan, her adversary and reason for existence, is not present on this series his cameo appearance in
"The Once and Future Thing" notwithstanding. It is more likely that this Star Sapphire is Remoni-Notra,
considering that 1 the Star Sapphire on Justice League was a member of a group of supervillains, and 2 this
Star Sapphire is interested in theft, rather than making a Green Lantern fall in love with her. Still, her true
identity is unknown, and will remain so unless her origins are delved into in a future episode of Justice League
Unlimited. As a result, her bit of dialogue from "Injustice for All" about associating with common criminals
reprinted above becomes quite ironic, asâ€”without that added depthâ€”this femme fatale is now little more
than a common criminal herself.
Chapter 9 : Wonder Woman Joins the Star Sapphires Again, Gets a New Costume
The star sapphire reflects light, showing a glittering star with six points. These special stones possess the deep blue
color of the finest sapphire. The gray, blue-gray, and white "star" sapphires frequently show a more distinct star.
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